
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTINGHYBRID QM/MM PROCEDURESA.L. TCHOUGR�EEFFKarpov Institute of Physical Chemistry10 Vorontsovo pole, 105064, Moscow, Russiaandrei@cc.nifhi.ac.ruA.M. TOKMACHEVKarpov Institute of Physical Chemistry10 Vorontsovo pole, 105064, Moscow, Russiatokm@hcc.keldysh.ruAbstract Hybrid QM/MM methods are widely used for describing di�erent as-pects of behavior of complex molecular systems. The key problemwhen applying the QM/MM methodology is a substantiated construc-tion/selection of the junction between the parts of the system describedat the QM and MM levels, respectively. It is especially important inthe case of covalently bound QM and MM subsystems. We pursuehere a general approach based on a sequential separation of electronicvariables in order to develop a fundamental form of the intersubsys-tem junction. Special attention is given to construction of frontier one-electron states and renormalization of QM Hamiltonian parameters andMM force �elds. From this point of view we consider a series of thejunction forms present in the literature and in some cases suggest theo-retically more reliable alternatives. General theoretical conclusions aresupported by data of numerical experiments.Keywords: QM/MM methods, junction, physical principles, APSLG scheme, e�ec-tive Hamiltonian1. IntroductionModern computational quantum chemistry tends to cover with ac-ceptable precision molecular systems of real interest. In the frameworkof ab initio methodology achieving a good quality results is usually con-cerned with extending basis sets of one-electron states and with explicittaking into account a great deal of electron correlation. It leads to ex-1



2tremely high computational costs for medium and large size systems dueto unpleasant scalability of computational resources like N4�N7 (whereN is the dimension of a space spanned by one-electron basis functions).Even in the case of semiempirical methods the computational costs growas N3 with growth of system size. This is a serious problem for applica-tion of quantum chemical procedures for calculating properties of manypractically important molecular systems and especially of their chemicaltransformations [1]. The problem of high computational costs is espe-cially actual when large systems of biological importance are consideredor massive calculations of potential energy surfaces (PESs) are necessary,for example, in the framework of molecular dynamics simulations.In the literature di�erent means are proposed to signi�cantly reducecomputational costs without deteriorating the quality of obtained re-sults. The �rst way is to smooth the dependence of computational costson the size of the system. This type approaches usually exploit thelocalization of electronic degree of freedom, based on the "principle ofnearsightedness" [2], or the exponential decay of the one-electron den-sity matrix elements [3]. The almost linear scalability is not impossibleand, for example, authors of Ref. [4] have shown that the scalabilityof the order N1:3 can be achieved. There is a reasonable number ofsuccessful attempts to achieve optimal N -scalability properties for thewhole spectrum of quantum chemical schemes { ab initio, DFT, andsemiempirical. The non-variational schemes are based on the "divide-and-conquer" methodology [5, 6, 7], Fermi operator expansion [8, 9],energy renormalization group [10] and recursion technique [11]. Thevariational approaches [12, 13, 14, 15] are based on the substitutionof energy minimization by the grand canonical potential minimization[16]. These techniques are thoroughly reviewed in Refs. [17, 18]. Atthe same time these methods are mostly oriented on the tight-bindingmodels of solids or solid clusters. The density matrix renormalizationgroup method [19] is quite important achievement since it competes inquality with most elaborated methods of conventional quantum chem-istry [20]. We should stress that the use of local one-electron basis statescan signi�cantly reduce computational costs [21]. In this context directdetermination of localized Hartree-Fock orbitals can be especially use-ful and workable [22]. Signi�cant acceleration of computations can beachieved by using pseudodiagonalization procedures [23] or by specialchoice of the trial electronic wave function [24, 25, 26, 27] alternativeto the standard SCF form. The application of the methods with goodscalabilty properties to enzyme reactions, structure and properties ofproteins and DNA is straightforward [28, 29].



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 3The molecular mechanics (MM) [30] is another good candidate forusing in calculations of properties of large molecular systems. Currentlyit is extensively used in the �eld of biochemical simulations. At thesame time there are signi�cant limitations for its use. Generally, theyare consequences of classical nature of the MM force �elds [31]. For ex-ample, the application of MM schemes to chemical reactions includingthe processes of bond formation or cleaveage, transition states, or tohighly correlated compounds like transition metal complexes is impossi-ble or, at least, questionable since the main prerequisite for the validityof MM procedures is its application to the ground electronic state ofa molecule without low-lying excitations . Moreover, the MM schemesusually require rather complex parameterization procedure. The mainadvantages of the MM schemes are their low cost and high e�ciencyin the prediction of molecular geometry for organic compounds with-out signi�cant electron correlation. The principal advantage of the QMprocedures is a wide range of problems they potentially apply. Theconcert expoitation of advantages of the both (quantum and classical)approaches can be achieved by the incorporation of quantum mechani-cal (QM) description to the MM framework. This methodology, alter-native to construction of the QM schemes with the O(N) scalability,leads to hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM)schemes allowing another way to bypass the bottleneck of Nn-scalability.The QM/MM schemes describe some relatively small part of the systemwhere chemical transformations take place by an appropriate quantumchemical method while the rest (relatively inert environment) is coveredby classical force �elds (molecular mechanics). The practical useful-ness and general validity of these approaches is based on the chemicallymotivated observation: chemical transformations usually a�ect only asmall part of the whole system (reaction center) while the rôle of sur-rounding groups and molecules is reduced to modi�cation of the PESdue for example to some polarization or steric strains. This situation ischaracteristic for chemical reactions of biological interest (especially, forcatalysis by enzymes).Since the seminal work byWarshell and Levitt [32] the hybrid QM/MMschemes of calculating large molecular systems acquired an increasingpopularity. There is a big variety of di�erent hybrid approaches de-scribed in the literature [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Even-more, numerous cases of separating electronic variables like �-electronmodels [44] or even taking into account explicitly only valence electronsin semiempirical methods [45] can be considered as special cases of hy-brid schemes since they also bear the family marks of the QM/MMapproach, namely, (i) the separation of the system into parts, and (ii)



4treating these parts on quantum or classical levels, respectively. Veryclose to the QM/MM modeling is a problem of constructing e�ectivefragment (group) potentials which can a�ect the quantum chemicallydescribed part of molecule modeling the inuence of environment [46,47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 51]. In such a broader sense several otherproblems in the area of computational chemistry seem to be related tothe QM/MM context: these are the problem of embedding in the clustercalculations on solids and their surfaces with special attention to adsorp-tion and catalysis problems; the problem of description of solute/solvente�ects for reactions in condensed media; the pseudopotential descrip-tions of of molecular and atomic electronic structure to list several mostimportant. Usually all these areas are considered separately withoutan attempt of establishing relations among them. Also a great varietyof di�erent speci�c schemes referred to as "protocols" implemented indi�erent packages are normaly considered only from the point of viewof their practical feasibility and their �t for particular applied purpose,rather than in a context of their exact placement among other approxi-mate methods and of evaluation of relative precision of that or anotherapproximation.The QM/MM modeling can be placed in the general context of com-bination of di�erent level descriptions. We should mention that the hy-brid QM/QM schemes are well known in the literature. Some schemesby construction are far enough from the QM/MM construction sincethe separation on parts is performed not on the geometrical principlebut on the principle of necessity of correlated description to some de-localized orbitals. Well known examples of such an approach is thecomplete active spase self consistent �eld (CASSCF) scheme [55] andGVBCAS method [56] combining generalized valence bond and CASSCFapproaches which can be considered as three-level scheme. The e�ectivecrystal �eld method developed for calculation of d-d spectra [57] andits extension designed to treat catalytical systems [58] can be consid-ered as taking an intermediate position in this ierarchy since they usesome strictly localized one-electron states (for example, d-orbitals of onetransition metal ion) as a high-level subsystem treating it on the fullcon�guration interaction level with delocalization corrections taken intoaccount perturbatively. The QM/QM schemes similar by constructionto QM/MM ones (geometric separation on parts) are also quite popularand should be specially mentioned since they have many common prob-lems . For example, the IMOMO method [59, 60, 61, 62] integratingmolecular orbital approximations of di�erent level is very similar in theway of construction, main principles and physical contributions takeninto account to the QM/MM IMOMM method [38]. Another example



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 5of such a construction is the QM/DIM (diatomics-in-molecules) scheme[63] which takes the interactions between subsystems in the �rst order ofperturbation theory. This scheme can be brought to a type of QM/MMone by relevant signi�cant simpli�cations [63, 64]: by ignoring, �rst, thedi�erences in potential curves of diatomic fragments due to angular andspin momentum, second, the couplings between the states of the samesymmetry, and multicenter electrostatic contributions. The scheme pro-posed by N�aray-Szab�o et al [65, 66] is especially interesting here. Ituses strictly localized bond orbitals (SLBOs) for the environment andthe SCF procedure for the fragment of particular interest. Note that inthe case of large systems the calculation of SLBOs can be very time-consuming process, so the transition to the MM scheme for the environ-ment is an important and almost unavoidable step for calculations ofbiopolymers.It should be noted that the hybrid quantum/classical schemes ap-ply not only for determination of geometries, energies, and reactionmechanisms. The Monte Carlo [67, 68] and molecular dynamics (MD)[69, 70, 71, 72] simulations are quite popular as frameworks for whichvarious QM/MM procedures serve as "subroutines". Before employinghybrid schemes the large-scale MD simulations were performed only withlow-level approximations for force �elds. The use of hybrid schemes ex-tends signi�cantly the scope of their application, improve precision of theresults that allows to improve the understanding of statistical propertiesand dynamical processes in liquids and biopolymers.The area of the QM/MM modeling is not a steady one since there aremany unsolved problems mostly caused by ad hoc character of construc-tion of junction between subsystems. Despite a general claim of beingstipulated by "speci�c practical needs" the ad hoc junction constructspresent in the literature frequently lead to more or less serious technical("practical") problems in construction of hybrid schemes. This point isstressed in Refs. [73, 74]. The most direct application of hybrid schemesis in the case of solute/solvent interactions since the border betweenquantum and classical parts of the whole system in this case is naturallyde�ned by the division of the whole system into individual molecules orions. In this case the environment (classical) variables can be chosen inmany di�erent ways, ranging from continual models with special prop-erties [72, 75, 76, 77, 78] to the discrete ones explicitly employing theinformation on the structure of solvent molecules [79, 80, 81, 82] throughsome intermediate schemes adopting advantages of both extrema [83, 84]are also possible. Nevertheless, even in such a transparent case the prob-lems occur when the formation of complexes between solute metal ionsand solvent molecules has to be considered. In this case some solvent



6molecules may have to be considered either as part of QM system whenform a close contact with the metal ion or as a part of the MM systemwhen they are absorbed by the solvent bulk. Approaches to construct-ing relevant force �elds in this situation are discussed in Ref. [85]. An-other important area of applications is solid state and surface chemistry[37, 39, 86, 87] with catalysis and adsorption by oxide systems as themost popular objects. In this case the subsystems are very polar andusually charged, so a special attention should be paid to electrostatic in-teractions between subsystems. The most important problem in the �eldof embedding is the unphysical polarization of the QM subsystem (clus-ter) and the related necessity to adjust e�ective charges on the ions toobtain sensible results. It should be noted that the most di�cult and nottrivial case of separating quantum and classical subsystems is that of co-valently bound systems since the electrons in chemical bonds connectingtwo regions are highly correlated. At the same time this case seems to bevery actual (especially for biological applications) and requires thoroughconsideration. In this paper we consider the hybrid QM/MM schemeswith covalent linkage between regions in more details, give account of the"state-of-art" in this �eld, and show how the junction between quantumand classical subsystems can be constructed in a consistent (not ad hoc)way by deriving it from an underlying QM description with an emphasison the choice and re�nement of one-electron states related to the inter-subsystem boundary and the related parameterization. We consider thepossibility of subsequent derivation (i.e. proof) of the model is an argu-ment in favor it (in mathematical sense) while the absence of derivation(or its impossibility) as a contra argument.The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section we formulatethe physical principles of constructing hybrid QM/MM schemes and il-lustrate their application by separation of electronic variables in theframework of the e�ective Hamiltonian technique and by derivation ofrenormalization of QM and MM parameters in the framework of thedeductive MM formalism. In the third Section the outline of existingapproaches to QM/MM intersubsystem junction is given with numericalexamples con�rming theoretical conclusions and analysis from the gen-eral principles given in the second Section is performed. Finally, a briefconclusion is given.2. Physical principals of constructing QM/MMschemesThe structure of the area of the QM/MM modeling is obscured by agreat deal of the recipes proposed and by the lack of sequential deriva-



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 7tions of them. The situation is partly caused by the structure of theMM itself { the MM scheme is not derived but is taken on the groundof some intuitive concepts of what classical terms must enter the en-ergy energy with adjusted parameters for the latter. We extract here aminimal set of the most essential facts (physical principles) which arenecessary prerequisites for constructing hybrid schemes:1 Chemical transformations are local and the perturbation caused bythe environment is small. This principle is con�rmed by all theexperimental chemistry { the concept of the reaction center andmechanisms of chemical reactions a�ecting only several chemicalbonds. The very concept of chemical bond is mostly due to thelocal (in many cases one bond) nature of chemistry.2 The system can be divided on parts and di�erent level approxima-tions (quantum or classical) can be applied to di�erent parts of thesystem. The size of the quantum subsystem should be determinedby the locality of transformations and not by the intention to movethe boundary far from the reactive center to mask the errors in thejunction construction. In the case of three-dimensional structuressigni�cant shift of boundary from the reactive center is problem-atic since the size of the QM system may become very large to becovered by the high-level quantum chemistry.3 Correct form of intersubsystem junction corresponds to sequentialseparation of variables. This principle simply states that the con-struction should be made not in the ad hoc manner.4 Separation of system into parts should be performed in a mannerin which uctuations of electronic density between subsystems aresmall, i.e. chemical bonds are not to be cut. This requirementseems to be quite natural since both QM and MM schemes workproperly only in the case of systems with well de�ned numbersof electrons. The developed QM schemes operate with the many-electron states which are eigenstates of the number of particlesoperator. Even if the bond to be cut is not polar and the diagonalone-electron densities can be set equal to integers and thus theaverage numbers of electrons in subsystems are also integer thesituation does not change since according to Ref. [88] the one-electron density is separable only for the wave functions where theintergroup electron transfers are projected out. It is de�nitely nota good approximation for two ends of a chemical bond which canexist only in the case of a nontrivial QM superposition of the stateswith di�erent number of electrons on its ends. The MM description



8 for a system with uctuating number of electrons is not de�ned aswell.5 There exists a QM description underlying the MM one. It meansthat the form of junction is not arbitrary but essentially de�nedby one-electron states arising from the underlying QM description.These points are very general. Now we consider in more details thepractical implementation of these principles.2.1 E�ective Hamiltonian techniqueAs a �rst step for derivation of junction we consider a general formu-lation of separation of electronic variables of quantum subsystem fromthose describing electrons in the classical (MM) subsystem which providea consistent form of intersubsystem junction. This separation is basedon the L�owdin partition technique [89] and the McWeeny group functionformalism [90]. Generally, we construct an e�ective Hamiltonian for theQM subsystem in the presence of classical environment and the PES ofcombined system. This strategy was proposed and developed in Refs.[73, 74, 91]. Practically it is based on the assumption of existence of aQM scheme underlying the MM one.We consider two subsystems R- (reactive, quantum) and M - (inert,classical). The electronic Hamiltonian for the whole system is a sumof subsystem Hamiltonians and of their interaction which is taken tocomprise the terms of two types { the Coulomb V c(q) and the resonance(electron transfer) V r(q) interactions:H = HR(q) +HM (q) + V c(q) + V r(q): (1)The Hamiltonian for theM -subsystem is a sum of the freeM -subsystemHamiltonianHM0 (q) and of the attraction of electrons in theM -subsystemto the cores of the R-subsystem VR(q). Analogous subdividing is truefor the R-subsystem. The "exact" wave function of the system can berepresented by generalized group function with number of electrons insubsystems not �xed:	k = Xfn�gXfi�gCkfi�g(fn�g) �̂ ��i�(n�); (2)where ��i�(n�) is the i-th n�-electron wave function of the �-th groupand electron distributions fn�g satisfy the equation:X� n� = Ne; 8�; n� � 0: (3)



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 9The coe�cients Ckfi�g(fn�g) should be determined on the ground of vari-ational principle.The function Eq. (2) is very general and does not correspond to theassumed wave function of the hybrid QM/MM method. First of all thenumbers of electrons in the subsystems must be �xed to apply com-putational schemes to separate parts on the legal ground. Second, weassume that the M -subsystem is treated with use of the MM, i.e. thePES of the M -subsystem is evaluated without explicit invocaion of itswave function. The parameters of the M -subsystem must be transfer-able, i.e. applicable to combination with any R-subsystem and even inthe absence of it. For this purpose we should use the wave function ofthe ground state of the e�ective Hamiltonian for the M -subsystem sinceit is in a certain sense close the wave function calculated without anyR-subsystem [73]. Thus the required wave function is represented by theantisymmetrized product of electronic wavefunction for the R-subsystemand that of the ground state for the free M -subsystem:	k = �Rk ^ �M00 : (4)It is obtained from the exact wavefunction by two sequential L�owdin pro-jection procedures: the �rst one to the subspace of the states with �xednumber of electrons in the subsystems (projection operator P and itscomplementary projection operator Q = 1�P ) and the second one { tothe states with the ground state wavefunction of the freeM -subsystem asthe multiplier (projection operator P and its complementary projectionoperator Q = 1�P).After the �rst partition we obtainHeff (q;E) = PHR(q)P + PHM (q)P + PV c(q)P++PV rr(q;E)P + e22 PA6=B ZRAZMB R�1AB ; (5)where the second order resolvent contribution coupling two one-electrontransfers between the subsystems is:V rr(q;E) = V r(q)Q(E �QHQ)�1QV r(q) = V r(q)QR(q;E)QV r(q):(6)The Hamiltonian of the type Eq. (5) is typical for the ECF method [57],where projector P corresponds to the SCF wave function of the ligandsin transition metal complex. The second projection and subsequentaveraging over the ground state of the M -subsystem gives the e�ective



10Hamiltonian for the R-subsystem:HReff (q;E; !) = HR0 (q) + �V M (q)++ hhPV rr(q;E)P iiM + DDPVR(q)PEEM ++ hhPW(q;E)PQR(!)QPW(q;E)P iiM + e22 PA6=BZRAZMB R�1AB; (7)where the symbol hh:::iiM corresponds to the averaging over the groundstate of the M -subsystem D�M00 ��� ::: ����M00E, the averaged operator�V M (q) = VM (q) + hhPV c(q)P iiM (8)is close to the zero for quite typical case of M -subsystems with zerooverall charge andPW(q;E)P = PV c(q)P + PV rr(q;E)P + PVR(q)P: (9)To perform the averaging explicitly a form of the wavefunction for theM -subsystem should be speci�ed. At the same time some simpli�ca-tions of the expression Eq. (7) can be made on quite a general level.For example, the second order contribution from the resolvent of �rstpartition expressed through one-electron states of subsystems is:hhPV rr(q;E)P iiM = Prr02R Pmm02M vrm(q)vr0m0(q)��f P�2ImOR(NR�1) r+ j�i h�j r0G(adv)mm0 (I� �E)+P�2ImOR(NR+1) r j�i h�j r0+G(ret)mm0(A� �E)g; (10)where G(ret)(�) and G(adv)(�) are the retarded and advanced one-electronGreen's functions for the M -subsystem, respectively.The renormalization of the bare R-subsystem Hamiltonian leads toaddition of some interaction terms to the sum of energies of free subsys-tems. The PESs for the whole molecule are obtained by formula:Ek = ERk +EM00 ; (11)where ERk is the k-th eigenvalue of the e�ective Hamiltonian of the R-subsystem: ERk = D�Rk (q)���HReff ����Rk (q)E (12)and EM00 is the energy of theM -subsystem which is parameterized in theMM form. The detailed analysis [91] of the e�ective R-subsystem energyERk allows to present it in the form of a sum of contributions of di�erent



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 11physical nature. By construction the general consideration of junctionis close to that of intermolecular forces. At the same time there aresome important di�erences: the hybrid schemes require consideration ofboundary atoms; the special form of the wave function of inert subsystemis required; the resonance terms cannot be neglected. The correction tothe k-th eigenvalue of the bare Hamiltonian (i.e. the di�erence betweenERk with and without environment a�ecting the reaction center) is�Ek � �Eelstk +�Errk +�Edispk +�Ecoulk +�Ecrrk +�ERrrk ; (13)where the leading contribution �Eelstk is of the �rst order with respectto the perturbation operator and originates from the electrostatic inter-action between the subsystems, it can be expressed through the chargeson the atoms; the next three contributions are of the second order andfollow from the coupling of one-electron transfers between subsystems,of Coulomb electron-electron interactions between them, of interactionsbetween electrons of the M -subsystem and cores of the R-subsystem;and of interaction of the Coulomb electron-electron interaction with theinteraction of the electrons of the M -subsystem and cores of the R-subsystem; the second term can be regarded as dispersion interactionbetween subsystems. Its general form is:�Edisp = � Prr02R Pmm02M(rrjmm)(r0r0jm0m0)�� 1R0 d!�Rrr0(i!)�Mmm0(i!); (14)where �Rrr0(i!) and �Mmm0(i!) are the reduced polarization propagatorsfor the R- andM -subsystems. The sum of the contributions �Edispk and�Ecoulk has a physical meaning of the second order interaction betweenthe electronic polarization in the M -subsystem and the polarized R-subsystem. The last two contributions to Eq. (13) correspond to thethird order in the interaction between the subsystems originating fromthe coupling two projection procedures. Physically it corresponds tointeraction between two one-electron transfers and Coulomb interactionbetween electrons of the M -subsystem with electrons and cores of theR-subsystem. The explicit form of these contributions is given in Ref.[91].2.2 Deductive MM formulation and boundaryone-electron states2.2.1 Semiempirical APSLG-MINDO/3 approach. Gen-eral physical principles of constructing hybrid QM/MM approaches state



12that the subsequent derivation of junction between quantum and classi-cal subsystems requires a QM wave function underlying the MM descrip-tion of PESs. This QM method is necessary, for example, to performaveraging of the e�ective Hamiltonian in Eq. (7). At the same timemore important that this method should produce in a consistent man-ner one-electron states necessary for explicit formation of boundary andits response on the changes in molecular geometry of fragments and/orelectronic structure of the R-subsystem.There are some general criteria for the QM method appropriate forunderlying the MM description: this method should express molecularelectronic structure and electronic energy in relevant local terms (i.e. todistinguish bonded and nonbonded contributions) and reproduce molec-ular properties with su�cient accuracy. The parameters characterizingthe wave function of this method (electronic structure parameters orESPs) have to be transferable in a broad sense of the term "transferabil-ity", i.e. the form of any bond-related functions (e.g. the bond energydependence on interatomic separation) must be also transferable. As anappropriate method satisfying these conditions we take the trial wavefunction in the form of antisymmetrized product of strictly localizedgeminals (APSLG) [92] implemented with slightly modi�ed semiempiri-cal MINDO/3 Hamiltonian [26, 27]. The APSLG wave function is con-structed from two-electron building blocks { geminals:j�i =Ym g+m j0i : (15)Each geminal corresponds to a chemical bond or to a lone pair and it isexpressed as a linear combination of singlet two-electron con�gurationsconstructed from two (in the case of chemical bond) or one (in the caseof lone pair) hybrid orbitals (HOs) assigned to the geminal at hand:g+m = umr+m�r+m� + vml+m�l+m� + wm(r+m�l+m� + l+m�r+m�)u2m + v2m + 2w2m = 1: (16)The �rst two con�gurations are ionic with two electrons at the end ofbond while the last is the covalent (Heitler-London) one. In the case oflone pair only �rst con�guration survives with the coe�cient um = 1.The HOs jrmi and jlmi correspond to the right and left ends of thebond and are formed by 4�4 orthogonal (SO(4)) transformations ofatomic orbitals basis sets for each "heavy" (non-hydrogen) atom. Theamplitudes of the geminals Eq. (16) and parameters of the SO(4) trans-formations are determined by optimizing the energy. The variationalcharacter of the one-electron states is an essential factor for use of theAPSLG-MINDO/3 scheme in the construction of boundary between R-and M -subsystems.



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 13The important feature of the APSLG-MINDO/3 energy is that it is asum of increments of di�erent form for bonded and nonbonded atoms:EA = Ptm2A[2U tmP ttm + (tmtmjtmtm)Tm�ttm]++2 Ptk<t0m2A gTktkt0mP ttk P t0t0m ;EbondRmLm = 2RmLm [�rlm � 2P rrm P llm]� 4�RmLmrmlm P rlm ;EnonbondAB = QAQBAB: (17)where U tm is the matrix element of attraction of an electron at the tm-thHO to its own core, �RmLmrmlm is the intrabond resonance integral, QA isthe Mulliken charge on the atom A, �� is the two-center Coulomb inte-gral, and gTktkt0m = 2(tktkjt0mt0m)Tk � (tkt0mjt0mtk)Tk is the doubled reducedCoulomb integral. The ESPs of two types enter the expression Eq. (17):(i) the intrabond elements of one- and two-electron density matricesP tt0m = h0 jgmt+m�t0m�g+mj 0i ; �tt0m = D0 ���gmt+m�t0+m�t0m�tm�g+m��� 0E ;P rrm = u2m + w2m; P llm = v2m +w2m; P rlm = P lrm = (um + vm)wm;�rrm = u2m; �llm = v2m; �rlm = �lrm = w2m; (18)where t and t0 are either r or l, and (ii) the hybridization matricesde�ning molecular integrals in the basis of HOs.The results of Refs. [26, 27] related to heats of formation and equilib-rium geometries obtained by the APSLG-MINDO/3 method are some-what more accurate than those of the standard (SCF-)MINDO/3 method.The APSLG form of the trial wave function also ensures its correctasymptotic behaviour under cleavage of chemical bonds which indirectlyjusti�es some level of bonae �delitatis of the wave function employed.The APSLG form of the wave function also allows to represent a renor-malization of the bare R-subsystem Hamiltonian in terms of well-de�nedcharacteristics like atomic charges, bond polarizabilities and ionizationpotentials for the chemical bonds [74, 91].2.2.2 Deductive molecular mechanics. In the framework ofQM/MM junction construction we should determine the structure ofboundary one-electron states and their responses to variations of geo-metric parameters. The problem of constructing optimal boundary HOsis closely related to the more general problem of deduction of the MMdescription from some consistent QM description of electronic structure.This problem is actual since the form of the force �elds and their partic-ular sets of parameters are not justi�ed that leads to a great variety ofdi�erent MM schemes. The semiempirical APSLG-MINDO/3 method



14briey described above is a perfect candidate for the MM derivation andit was successfully used for this purpose in Refs. [93, 94]. Here we de-scribe the main steps of the MM derivation and their consequences forthe QM/MM modeling.To derive the MM picture we must consider the question of transfer-ability of the ESPs. Above we de�ned two groups of parameters enteringthe expression for the energy Eq. (17). Let us consider the �rst group ofparameters. In the case of lone pairs they are perfectly transferable. TheSCF approximation for non-polar bonds gives the geometry independentdensity matrix elements: P tt0m = 12 ; �tt0m = 14 : (19)This picture can be termed as FA (�xed geminal amplitudes) [93]. It wasshown in Ref. [95] by analysis of the bond energy that two small param-eters (functions of molecular geometry) for each bond ��1m and �m canbe de�ned. They describe intrabond correlation and bond asymmetry,respectively. The extent (degree) of transferability of the elements ofdensity matrices is given by expression of them as power series on theparameters. The contribution of the zeroth order in �m is:�tt0m = 14 �1� tt0 1�(�m)� ; P ttm = 12 ; P rlm = �m2�(�m) ; (20)where �(�m) = p1 + �2m, while the correction of of up to second orderin �m results in slightly modi�ed values:�rlm = �rlm0 h1 + �2m (2�(�m)+1)(1��(�m))2(�(�m)+1)2 i ;P ttm = P ttm0 h1 + t�m �(�m)�1�(�m)+1i ;P rlm = P rlm0 h1 + �2m 2�(�m)+1��2(�m)2(�(�m)+1)2 i ; (21)where subscript 0 corresponds to the estimates by Eq. (20). From theseestimates it can be concluded that the bond order (2P rlm ) is transferableup to second order with respect to both parameters ��1m and �m; thebond covalency (2�rlm) is transferable up to second order with respect to�m and up to �rst order with respect to ��1m ; the bond polarity (P rrm �P llm) is transferable up to �rst order with respect to both ��1m and �m.The transferability of bond orders is the most important for the MMderivation. The picture of Eqs. (20) and (21) can be termed as TA(tuned geminal amplitudes) [93].The speci�c bond equilibrium distance can be obtained as the mini-mum position for the bond-related energy. The core-core interaction in



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 15the MINDO/3 scheme is not purely Coulomb one but is modi�ed by ashort-range repulsion term:Enn = 12 X�6=�C��; C�� = Z�Z�(�� +D��): (22)In the case of non-polar bond Eq. (20) the minimum condition is:@E@q = ZRmZLm @DRmLm@q � 2 �m�(�m) @�RmLmrmlm@q ��12 �1� 1�(�m)� @RmLm@q = 0; (23)since the derivatives of the ESPs exactly compensate each other. In thelimit �m !1 we recover the FA picture. The elasticity constant for thebond stretching in the FA picture is:kRmLm == �ZRmZLm d2DRmLmdr2RmLm � 2@2�RmLmrmlm@r2RmLm � 12 d2RmLmdr2RmLm �r0RmLm : (24)It should be noted that the short-range repulsion is due to speci�c core-core contribution DRmLm .General construction of the MM scheme and analysis of adjustmentof one-electron states on the QM/MM boundary can be performed us-ing linear response relations between the geometry parameters and theESPs. These relations can be obtained by expanding the energy up tothe second order with respect to both atomic coordinates q and the ESPsx with subsequent minimization:x� x0 = � (rxrxE)�1rxrqE(q � q0): (25)It leads to the following energy expression:E = E0 + 12 (q � q0 jrqrqEj q � q0)��12 �q � q0 ���rqrxE (rxrxE)�1rxrqE��� q � q0� ; (26)which depends on the geometry variables q only. An important compo-nent of the MM construction is determination of the source of angulardependence of the energy which in the APSLG-MINDO/3 approxima-tion is determined by the hybridization. It can be shown [95] that theone-center energy is hybridization dependent only if subtle polarizationand correlation e�ects are taken into account. At the same time the hy-bridization is a kind of coarse phenomenon which can be reproduced evenby methods without intraatomic electron-electron repulsion [96]. There-fore, the resonance energy should be considered as the main source ofthe hybridization.



16Mathematically the hybridization of the sp-basis at a given atom isde�ned by a SO(4) rotation. Each HO is thus a normalized quaternionwith a scalar and a 3-vector parts (sm; ~vm). The set of four vector partsof HOs forms a hybridization tetrahedron with vectors ~vm pointing toits vertices. In principle, deductive MM can be constructed as a setof classical type equations for these tetrahedra [85]. Here we consider,however, more common case of the MM force �elds. The dynamicalSO(4) group can be parameterized by a pair of normalized quaternionscorresponding to �ctitious rotations combining the hybridization (s-pmixing, pseudorotation) and rotation of hybridization tetrahedron as awhole (quasirotation). At the same time the �rst order variation of theHOs when small quasi- and pseudorotations �~!l and �~!b are applied tothe system of HOs can be derived in a very simple form:�(1)s = �(�~!b; ~v);�(1)~v = s�~!b + �~!l � ~v; (27)where � stands for the vector product of 3-vectors.Let us demonstrate an application of formulae Eqs. (25) and (26) onthe example of methane molecule with sp3 hybridization. The stereo-chemistry of carbon atom is characterized by four unit vectors ~eRmLmcorresponding to the directions of the CH bonds. In the diatomic coordi-nate frame with the z axis directed along the ~eRmLm vector the resonanceintegrals are: �CHrmlm = �CH�� sCm + �CH�� (~vCm; ~eCHm): (28)The equilibrium conditions for the form and orientation of hybridiza-tion tetrahedron can be obtained by zeroing the pseudotorque ~N andquasitorque ~K which are coe�cients at �~!b and �~!l in the resonanceenergy expansion:~N = 4Pm P rlmf�CH�� ~vCm � �CH�� sCm~eCHmg = 0;~K = 4Pm P rlm�CH�� ~eCHm � ~vRmm = 0: (29)The solution of the set of these equations in the case of symmetric hy-dride (methane) is the hybridizatation with all vectors ~vCm directed alongvectors ~eCHm .The �xation of parameters ~!b (those of the shape of the hybridizationtetrahedron) can be considered as FO (�xed orbitals) picture [93]. In thiscase only the resonance energy is the orientation dependent contribution.The angular dependence of the energy (bending) can be described byintroducing small rotation vectors �~'m, which after applying them to



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 17vectors ~eRmLm lead to new (distorted) coordination tetrahedron. The�nal result of substitution of second derivatives of the energy to Eq. (26)is the explicit expression for the bending force �eld constant which canbe written as:kHCH = �CH�� fP rlm (~vCm; ~eCHm) + P rlm0(~vCm0 ; ~eCHm0 )g; (30)i.e., as a sum of two separate single bond contributions. Moreover, itcan be proven [94] that adjustment of hybridization tetrahedron to thegeometry deformation does not modify the expression Eq. (30) in theFO picture.In general both orientation and form of hybridization tetrahedronmust be adjusted. This picture can be termed as TO (tuned orbitals)[93]. The reaction of hybridization tetrahedron on the changes of lo-cal geometry can be considered in the linear response approximationEq. (25). In the case of valence angles deformation the algebraic struc-ture of the SO(4) manifold ensures quite special structure of geometrydeformations which can cause changes in the form of hybridization tetra-hedron. These deformations (hybridization compatible) correspond toincreasing of a valence angle by certain amount ��1m with simultaneousdecreasing of the opposite (spiro) angle by the same magnitude. Sub-stitution of matrices of second derivatives for the energy into Eq. (25)gives the reaction of the form of hybridization tetrahedron on the angulardistortions of molecular geometry in the form:�~!b = � �CH��p2(p3�CH�� + �CH�� ) ���12~k+��13~j + ��14~i� ; (31)provided the parameters ��1m describe the hybridization compatible de-formations of the coordination tetrahedron. The same considerationsalso apply to the bond stretching where variation of the resonance pa-rameters can be presented as:��CHm�� = CH�� �rCHm : (32)The response of the form of the hybridization tetrahedron on the changeof the bond length can be written as:�~!b = �p32 � CH�� ~vCm � CH�� sCm~eRmLmp3�CH�� + �CH�� �rCHm (33)that leads to the following expression@2E@rCHm@rCHm0 = 12p3P rl (p3CH�� � CH�� )2p3�CH�� + �CH�� (34)



18for the o�-diagonal term corresponding to coupling of stretching for twoincident C-H bonds.2.2.3 Implications for QM/MM methods. The above re-sults constitute a basis for construction of intersubsystem junction inhybrid QM/MM schemes. There are two di�erent e�ects arising fromseparation of system on parts and consideration of one part as a MMone { renormalization of the QM Hamiltonian parameters and imposingadditional forces and torqes on the MM subsystem. Let us exemplifythe technique of short-range intersubsystem junction construction byone special but quite characteristic case of a boundary sp3 carbon atomwith one HO pointing to the QM region (bondm = 1) and others relatedto the MM one (this case can be classi�ed as the MM boundary atom).The transition to the MM picture is performed by setting the FA andTO approximations. To determine the e�ect of the QM part on the MMpart we consider the perturbation of molecular energy due to changesof electron densities in the QM region. It a�ects both one-center en-ergy of boundary atom and resonance energy between HO r1 of the QMbond with number m = 1 and all other HOs in the QM subsystem. Theperturbation sets up quasi- and pseudotorques for the boundary atom:~K 0 = 2PA f(�Pr1��R1A�� + �Pr1��R1A�� )~eR1A++�R1A�� (�Pr1�~e�R1A + �Pr1�~e�R1A)g � ~vR11 ;~N 0 = �sR11 ~vR11 f(P rr1 � P ll1 )[2Us � 2Up + C2 + C3 + 2C5]++(1=2� �rl1 )[C2 + 2C3(sR11 )2]g++2PA f(�Pr1��R1A�� + �Pr1��R1A�� )~vR11 ��(�Pr1��R1A�� + �Pr1��R1A�� )sR11 ~eR1A���R1A�� sR11 (�Pr1�~e�R1A + �Pr1�~e�R1A)g; (35)
where ~e�R1A, ~e�R1A, and ~eR1A = ~e�R1A are the orts of the DCF de�ned bythe R1A pair of atoms and C2, C3, and C5 are linear combinations ofthe Slater-Condon parameters:CA2 = 2FA0 (sp) + 4GA1 (sp)� 2FA0 (pp)� 8FA2 (pp);CA3 = FA0 (ss)� 2FA0 (sp)� 4GA1 (sp) + FA0 (pp) + 4FA2 (pp);CA5 = 2FA0 (sp)�GA1 (sp)� 2FA0 (pp) + 7FA2 (pp): (36)The additional pseudo- and quasitorques produce the pseudo- andquasirotations of the hybridization tetrahedron on the boundary atomR1. In the linear response approximation it corresponds to the treatmentof the corresponding pseudo- and quasitorques by the �r2~!E��1 matrix



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 19which is simple (diagonal in tha basis of �~!b and �~!l) in the case ofsymmetric hydride: �~!b = � ~N 04P rl(���+���=p3) ;�~!l = � p3 ~K08P rl��� ; (37)and, therefore, the hybridization tetrahedron aquires new form and ori-entation which can be inconsistent with the MM atoms' positions. Itcorresponds to additional classical forces and torques acting on the MMneighbours of the boundary atom at hand. The forces are directed alongthe ~eRmLm vectors and stem from two sources: the variation of the shapeof HOs: fbm = 12(���+���=p3)(f�RmLm�� sLmm ~vRmm ��RmLm�� vLmm� ~vRmm + RmLm�� sRmm sLmm ~eRmLm + RmLm�� sRmm ~vLmm ++(RmLm�� � RmLm�� )sRmm vLmm� ~eLmRmg; ~N 0) (38)and the variation of the hybridization tetrahedron orientation:flm = p34��� (f�RmLm�� sLmm ~eRmLm � ~vRmm � RmLm�� ~vLmm � ~vRmm ��(RmLm�� � RmLm�� )vLmm� ~eRmLm � ~vRmm g; ~K 0): (39)Analogously, torques acting upon the neighbouring to boundary MMatom Lm are due to variation of the form of hybridization tetrahedron:~tbm = � 12(���+���=p3)f�RmLm�� (~eRmLm � ~vLmm )(~vRmm ; ~N 0)��sRmm [�RmLm�� sLmm + (�RmLm�� � �RmLm�� )vLmm� ]~eRmLm � ~N 0��(�RmLm�� � �RmLm�� )sRmm (~eRmLm � ~vLmm )(~eRmLm ; ~N 0)g (40)and its orientation:~tlm = � p34��� f�RmLm�� sLmm (~vRmm 
 ~eRmLm � vRmm� I)++(�RmLm�� � �RmLm�� )[vLmm� (~vRmm 
 ~eRmLm � vRmm� I)++(~eRmLm � ~vLmm )
 (~eRmLm � ~vRmm )]g ~K 0: (41)It should be noted that the MM subsystem also a�ects the parame-ters of the QM subsystem since any geometry deformation in the MMsubsystem induces changes in pseudo- and quasirotation angles de�ninghybridization of the boundary atom. It renormalizes the QM one-ceneterHamiltonian parameters according to:�U r1 = 2(Us � Up)sR11 (�~!b; ~vR11 );� (r1r1 j r1r1)R1 = 2 �C2sR11 + 2C3(sR11 )3� (�~!b; ~vR11 ): (42)



20The resonance integrals in the QM subsystem are also renormalized. Inthe DCF their modi�cation can be expressed as:��R1Ar1� = �R1A�� �(1)sR11 + �R1A�� �(1)vR11� ;��R1Ar1� = �R1A�� �(1)sR11 + �R1A�� �(1)vR11� ;��R1Ar1� = �R1A�� �(1)vR11� ;��R1Ar1� = �R1A�� �(1)vR11� ; (43)where variations of HOs are given by Eq. (27).To illustrate the formulae given above we performed the estimates ofthe magnitude of the renormalization of the QM parameters and changesin the QM forces and torques due to boundary taken as sp3 carbonatom. The changes in the QM one-center Hamiltonian parameters dueto elongation of one of the boundary MM bonds are:@U1@r2 = �1:162eVA ; @(t1t1jt1t1)@r2 = 0:537eVA ; (44)while the corresponding e�ects due to change of the bond angle betweentwo boundary MM bonds are:@U1@�23 = 0:755 eVrad ; @(t1t1jt1t1)@�23 = �0:349 eVrad : (45)At the other hand the changes in the one- and two-electron densities ofthe QM boundary bond lead to the following forces and torques actingon the neighbouring MM atoms:fbm = [�2:225�P + 0:465��] eVA ;~tbm = [2:891�P � 0:604��] ~em�~e1j~em�~e1j eVrad : (46)The numerical estimates show that in the case of variational determi-nation of one-electron states the e�ect of the boundary (besides electro-static, van-der-Waals etc. contributions) can be considered as a rela-tively weak perturbation.3. Characteristic recipes of QM/MM modelingIn the present Section we employ the theoretical framework devel-oped above to rationale the state of art in the �eld of hybrid QM/MMmodeling. It is instructive to invoke di�erent classi�cations of QM/MMschemes developed. The simplest but not very much informative classi-�cation can be based on the types of quantum mechanical and molec-ular mechanical schemes used. There are no fundamental restrictionson the choice of the QM schemes and in fact very large diversity can



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 21be found in the literature. All types of QM procedures { ab initio[41, 67, 86, 97, 98, 99, 100], DFT [68, 79, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105], andsemiempirical [36, 106, 107, 108] { are quite popular and widely usedas well as in usual quantum chemical studies. The usual form of wavefunction implied is the SCF one. At the same time methods based onthe valence bond approximation are also well known [35, 99, 109]. Thechoice of the MM scheme can be quite important since it a�ects thestructure of bonding terms near (or in some schemes on) the border be-tween the QM and MM parts and the electrostatic polarization of theQM part by the MM-treated environment environment depends on theparticular charge scheme employed in the MM procedure. Practically,it is more convenient to work with the force �eld with electrostaticsbased on the atomic charges than with the force �eld using bond dipoleinteractions for this purpose since it can cause signi�cant errors in the de-scription of polar species. This notion have led the authors of Ref. [110]employing the MM3 force �eld [111] to replacing the the bond dipoleswith potential-derived atomic point charges. We note that the sequen-tial derivation of junction in the framework of the e�ective Hamiltonianapproach reported in leads to representing electrostatic interactions interms of atomic charges [112]. If the force �eld contains many explicitcouplings between bonded interactions (like the MM3 force �eld) it maycause additional problems with construction of junction. Some wordsshould be said about ionic force �elds using formal ionic charges andemploying electrostatic and short-range force �elds. In the case of theseforce �elds short-range interactions arising from the MM charges cannot be separated from the long-range interactions [43]. These schemesoften lead to incorrect electrostatic potentials so the most popular choice(especially in description of covalently bound QM/MM systems) is thevalence force �elds. Di�erent implementations use di�erent force �elds:for example, the MM3 force �eld [111] is used in Refs. [110, 113], theCHARMM force �eld [114] is used in Refs. [34, 115], the AMBER force�eld [116] is used in Refs. [33, 117].In the previous Section we obtained the formula for junction betweenquantum and classical subsystems Eq. (13). The control for the types ofinteractions which are taken into account is an important characteristicof particular QM/MM scheme. The authors of Ref. [110] have proposeda classi�cation of hybrid schemes based on the interaction between frag-ments. According to it, the simplest type of model is mechanical em-bedding (examples of this type of modeling are the IMOMM [38] andIMOMO [59] schemes by Morokuma) when both QM and MM systemsare not polarized by each other and their interaction is represented byclassical force �elds only. In this context the choice of parameters of in-



22tersystem interaction can be crucially important, so, they are frequentlyoptimized [97, 118]. More elaborated model is that including polariza-tion of the QM subsystem. This polarization can be covered by includingthe MM charges into one-electron part of the Hamiltonian of the QMsubsystem: hpol�� = h�� �XM qMVM�� ; (47)where M is the atom of the MM subsystem and q is its charge. Thistype of modeling is quite popular [34, 119, 120]. At the same there is anobjection against such schemes since they violate the principle that actioshould be equal to reactio [121] (no e�ect on the part of the QM systemupon the MM system is assumed). The most elaborated is the schemeincluding classical treatment of the MM system polarization [122]. Thistype of approaches is rarely used though the MM polarization was takeninto account even in the early scheme [32] by using atomic polarizabil-ities. Practically intersubsystem polarization corresponds to dispersioninteraction Eq. (14). We should note that using atomic polarizabilitiesand adding the corresponding diatomic terms to the PES is not alwayssubstantiated. For example, in the case of the chemically transformingR-subsystem the di�erent electronic terms change their relative energiesand thus the positions of the poles of the �Rrr0(i!) reduced polarizationpropagator change along the reaction path. This a�ects the dispersionenergy Eq. (14) but is not reected by the atom-atom scheme, which isnevertheless better than nothing.It should be noted that the classi�cation given by authors of Ref.[110] is not complete since, for example, it does not include some self-consistent schemes like that of Ref. [40] and does not consider the possi-bility of charge transfer between subsystems [74, 91]. The authors of Ref.[123] have imposed a requirement of intersubsystem self-consistency onthe construction of junction. It means that the charge transfer betweensubsystems should be taken into account. Practical implementation ofthis requirement was performed by using special iterative procedure ofdouble (intrafragment and interfragment) self-consistent (DSC) calcula-tions. It leads to explicit taking into account the electron transfer be-tween subsystems (and also the polarization of the QM subsystem). Thismethodology, however, can not be justi�ed since the self-consistent �eldprocedures are applied to systems with strongly uctuating numbersof electrons that also leads to poor de�nition of the fragments them-selves (and of their quantum numbers). According to results of theprevious Section the electron transfers should be considered as virtualones and taken into account in the perturbative fashion. This point iscon�rmed numerically since the application of the DSC scheme to the



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 23iron picket-fence porphyrin has led to improbably large intersubsystemcharge transfer of 3.6 electrons [123].In the case of intersubsystem junction represented by classical bond-ing terms an important question arises: which terms should be includedand which should not? The most popular way is to include classicalbonded force �elds when at least one MM atom is involved in it [33, 34].At the same time it does not allow to avoid double counting of interac-tions computed quantum mechanically. To smooth this inconsistence theauthors of Ref. [124] proposed to calculate only those classical bondingforce �elds where at least one central atom is from the MM subsystemor in the case of improper dihedral terms only those with both outeratoms from the MM subsystem.The ways to construct the boundary between subsystems and gen-eral ideas concering the structure of the "grey" zone between quantumand classical fragments proposed in the literature are miscellaneous. Forexample, authors of Ref. [123] pose the requirement of so called "QM-MM continuity" that leads to introducing intermediate fragments whichare treated by both QM and MM methods. Since the early times ofquantum chemistry and until now it was popular to make the problemof molecular structure investigation tractable by neglecting large sub-stituents and saturating free valencies by hydrogen atoms. The QM/MMmethodology tries to take the bulky substituents into account explicitly.The most straightforward way to treat covalently bound QM and MMparts is the link atom method stemming from saturating dangling bondsproduced while cutting the system in parts across the bonds by addi-tional atoms (usually, hydrogens). This methodology requires deletingthe terms in the expression for the total energy of the system relatedto the link atoms. Practically it is very di�cult since in the frameworkof this scheme serious artefacts appear quite expectedly. It should benoted that the polarization of the MM subsystem is often reproducedincorrectly. To cure this error some interaction terms for atoms nearthe boundary are typically arti�cially eliminated. Originally [34], all theinteractions (electrostatic and van-der-Waals) between link atoms andMM subsystem were not taken into account. Later, di�erent recipes toomit some real physical interactions and by this compensate unphysi-cal ones were proposed: the authors of Ref. [124] neglect the Coulombinteractions between the QM subsystem and the MM group most closeto it, the authors of Ref. [125] force the charge on the boundary MMatom to be zero. It should be noted that such eliminations can not bejusti�ed and must be considered as special methods for masking the er-rors caused by the inconsequence in junction construction. In fact, theproblem is often a consequence of the small distance between the link



24atom and the �rst MM atom. The more complex scheme [126] does notneglect the interactions of link atom with the MM subsystem but setscharge on the boundary MM atom to be equal to zero. Another recipeused is shifting the values of the charges with subsequent compensationof this perturbation by introducing �ctitious dipoles [127]. Typically,the possibility to manipulate by interactions of the arti�cial link atomare considered as an advantage of special exibility of the link atom ap-proach [128]. However, to our opinion the price of this exibility is toohigh since it leads to a great uncertainty in the results obtained and thusmarks down possible predictive capacity of the QM/MM approach.The saturation of dangling bonds by hydrogen is not the only possibleway proposed in the literature. The main reason of using other types ofsaturation groups is the intention to reproduce the polarity and otherproperties of the broken bond more correctly. The choices (suggestions)for saturation groups well known in the literature are pseudohalogens[129, 130] and "dummy groups" [131]. The important drawback of linkatom method (and, especially of the "dummy groups" method) is intro-ducing of additional nuclear degrees of freedom for which no reasonableequation of motion (or equivalently no energy minimum condition) canbe derived. It requires special link atom corrections. To cope with prob-lems incurred by introducing link atoms an adjusted connection atomapproach [132] was developed. The connection atom is a QM one but itsinteractions with the environment include some classical terms. So, thebonded interactions of the connection atom with MM atoms are coveredby force �eld for a carbon atom. It is assumed that the C-C bond iscut and the connection atom mimics the methyl group. This methodwas calibrated against the NDDO calculations for methyl compounds.It should be noted that this scheme is valid only for equilibrium bonddistances since the molecules used for calibration were taken in theirequilibrium geometries.The same problems can be addressed by using e�ective group poten-tial techniques [51, 52]. For example, in Ref. [52] a special potentialreproduces the interactions between the QM subsystem electrons andthe missing valence electrons of one-electron boundary atom. In thepseudobond approach [133, 134] the free valence of a QM atom is satu-rated with a special atom located exactly at the position of the neighbourMM atom. The basis set and number of electrons of this pseudoatomare set to be equal to those of uorine atom. The C-C bond is mim-icked by a specially adjusted e�ective core potential. Another approachbased on the use of e�ective potentials is proposed in Ref. [135]. A se-ries of one-electron quantum capping potentials replacing the link atomis formed by modi�cation of conventional e�ective core potentials: the



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 25spherical shielding and Pauli terms replace the excess valence electrons.The capping potential is adjusted to reproduce all-electron geometriesand charge distributions. The analysis of this scheme shows that theerror induced by capping potential is signi�cant (especially for angulardistortions) but generally less than that in the simple link atom scheme.It is noteworthy that this scheme can be extended to construct many-electron quantum capping potentials.The important problem of the link atom schemes is geometry opti-mization since as it is shown in Ref. [110] the di�erence between QMand MM interaction energies for link atom enters into the total energyand strongly depends on the link atom position since the forms of theQM and MM force �elds are very much di�erent. Practically it leadsto the collapse of the �ctitious link atom with the boundary atom. Thecharacteristic results is that the equilibrium position of the link atom isbadly de�ned and can not be reasonably rationalized. One of possiblerecipes for avoiding the collapse of the link atom is to use for geometryoptimization a potential energy function not coinciding with the totalenergy of the molecular system [110]:Epot = Etotal �Elink: (48)At the same time such an approach seems quite arti�cial. Moreover, inRef. [136] (cited by Ref. [121]) it is stated that the strong deviation ofthe link atom equilibrium position from the line connecting atoms form-ing covalent bond leads to serious problems. Moreover, the vibrationalspectra calculated by the optimization of the link atom position methodare worse than even the MM-force �eld derived. Also the QM/MM cal-culated proton a�nity for small gas phase aluminosilicate clusters is verysensitive to the length of the bond between boundary QM atom and thehydrogen atom introduced [137]. The problems with positioning of linkatoms are considered by numerous authors. For example, authors ofRef. [38] proposed a special procedure for geometry optimization withrigid restrictions on the position of link atom. More complex is theso-called scaled position link atom method (SPLAM) [121]. It requiresto indroduce bonding, dipole, and van-der-Waals corrections. In somecases it works signi�cantly better than the simple link atom method butthe status of result is still unclear. Moreover some numerical estimatesperformed withuse of the SPLAM in Ref. [121] can not be consideredas successful. We can see the typical failure of the QM/MM schemessince it gives the results which are quite close to the pure MM ones.In this case the use of the hybrid QM/MM approach becomes sense-less. For example, consideration of the water dimer have shown that theBLYP QM method predicts the OO distance and the HO...H angle (2.98



26�Aand 123�, respectively) very close to the experiment (2.98 �Aand 122�),while the MM scheme works signi�cantly worse (2.77 �Aand 162�) andcorresponding hybrid scheme gives values almost coinciding with thoseof the MM (2.78 �Aand 163�). It witnesses the fact that some importantcontributions are missed in such approach.It is seen that the implementation of the link atom method is generallynot a trivial task. The most simple for implementation model closely re-lated to the link atom method [110] is the so-called "subtractive scheme"implemented for example in Refs. [59, 61]. In the framework of theseschemes the dangling bonds of the QM fragment are sauturated by somegroups (hydrogens, methyl groups etc.) and form the so-called modelsystem. The whole system is calculated by a MM method of choice (or,more generally, by whatever low-level method, may be a QM one) andthe energy is obtained by adding the QM (high-level) calculated energyof the model subsystem and subtracting the MM calculated energy ofthe model subsystem:Etot = Elow(real) +Ehigh(model)�Elow(model); (49)where "high" and "low" refers to the levels of approximation while "real"and "model" { to the type of the calculated system. The above expres-sion obscures the need for explicit formulation of the properties of theboundary between subsystems. This scheme has obvious drawbacks. Ittakes into account interaction between subsystems only on the classicallevel and thus the electrostatic polarization of the QM region by theMM-treated environment (and vice versa) can not be taken into accountin this approach. Moreover, description of reaction center by molecularmechanics in many cases can be quite problematic (even for the purposeof relative error evaluation), for example, due to absence of requiredforce �eld parameters (especially, if transition states are considered).It should be noted that the errors behave irregularly with changes ofthe geometry: the MM scheme can perfectly describe the system nearequilibrium and totally fail near the saddle point. Saturation of brokenbonds by hydrogens (or other groups) can essentially a�ect the resultsof electronic structure calculations. Therefore, QM subsystem shouldbe chosen to be quite large. The validity of the subtractive scheme isalmost explicitly based on more or less accidental compensation of er-rors. The most simple implementation of this scheme is the IMOMMmethodology [38]. The IMOMO scheme is the analogous procedure ofcombining two QM (MO-based) methods. According to Ref. [138] theseapproaches combining two subsystems are called two-layered. The sub-tractive approach combining more than two regions (i.e., including someintermediate bu�ers) is called ONIOM [138]. The expression for the total



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 27energy in the framework of the ONIOM scheme is written analogouslyto that of Eq. (49) and in the case of three-level model is:Etot = Elow(real) +Ehigh(S �model)�Emed(S �model)++Emed(I �model)�Elow(I �model); (50)where "med" corresponds to the medium level of approximation, whileS-model and I-model correspond to the small and intermediate modelsystems, respectively. While using the ONIOM scheme it is explicitlyprescribed by its authors [138] to estimate the energy di�erence incurredby transition from a model molecule to a more realistic one and to usethat pair of methods as high-/low-level ones for which these di�erencesare close enough. This procedure is of course nothing else but a checkwhether the errors are likely to compensate. It should be noted that theauthors of Ref. [139] made the QM/MM boundary in their implemen-tation of the IMOMM method for surfaces more exible to smooth theconsequences of the molecule partitioning.The main features of the "subtractive" hybrid schemes can be il-lustrated by numerical examples. To understand better the problemscaused by the ad hoc way of junction construction we consider charac-teristic examples where these schemes fail. In the most cases the sourcesof failures can be seen on the simple molecular objects which serve astests for one or another hybrid scheme. As an example we consider anapplication of the IMOMM method to conformational properties of cis-butane performed in Ref. [113]. It was shown that marking two C endatoms of the molecule as QM ones leads to valence angles 129.9�, whilepure QM calculation gives 117� and pure MM calculation predicts thevalue 116.1� for these angles. Therefore, we see the case when transitionto QM/MM procedure spoils even the results of pure MM calculations.Problems also arise when multilayered schemes are used. For example,the energy of reaction of the oxidative addition of H2 to Pt(P(t-Bu)3)2calculated by the B3LYP:HF:MM3 scheme is 7.9 kcal/mol smaller thanthat calculated by the B3LYP:HF:HF scheme [138]. The same di�er-ence in 7.9 kcal/mol is obtained for schemes B3LYP:B3LYP:MM3 andB3LYP:B3LYP:HF. Therefore, the choice of the description for the thirdlayer (the most inert subsystem) turns out to be crucial for the descrip-tion of the energy of this reaction which is estimated to be �4 kcal/mol[138]. It speaks on the incorrect construction of junction in this scheme.Principally di�erent and more justi�ed type of construction of junc-tion between QM and MM parts of the molecule is based on the use oflocal one-electron functions. Only this type junctions cutting the nucleiand not the bonds can be justi�ed from the general point of view. In thelocal self-consistent �eld (LSCF) approach [41, 107, 140, 141] the chemi-



28cal bonds between QM and MM regions are represented by SLBOs. TheBOs can be obtained by whatever of a posteriori localization proceduresknown in the literature. At the same time the localized orbitals ob-tained in the localization procedures have some degree of delocalization,i.e. they have non-zero contributions for the atoms not constituting agiven bond (or a lone pair) mimicked by this particular BO. These con-tributions are called the "tails" of the localized orbitals and their neglectlead to the SLBOs which are used in the LSCF scheme. An importantassumption made in the LSCF construction is that of the transferabilityof the SLBOs in very wide ranges. The QM part of the system is de-scribed by a set of delocalized MOs while the boundary is modeled by thefrozen SLBOs. The frozen character of the boundary SLBO may causethe sensitivity of the LSCF results to the size of the QM region. The de-termination of the electronic structure of the QM region is based on thediagonalization of the modi�ed Fock operator which includes Coulomband exchange interaction with boundary orbitals and interaction withthe MM charges. In its original implementation the LSCF method wasdeveloped by �xing the positions of the atoms of the environment andthus it was not suitable for geometry optimization procedures. This re-striction was avoided in Ref. [142] by special adjustment of the force�eld parameters. The authors of Ref. [142] have noticed that in theframework of original LSCF scheme the ion-nuclei interactions are un-derestimated and the variation of the overlap between boundary basisfunctions with respect to the boundary bond length is not taken intoaccount. To cure these problems they de�ned a 5-components boundarybond potential EX�Y = (A+Br + Cr2)eDr + Er (51)where the �rst contribution describes an overlap and the second con-tribution describes an interaction of e�ective charges with parametersA-E numerically optimized. In fact, the �rst contribution should corre-spond to the intrabond resonance and one has to consider the potentialEq. (51) mainly as a correction for the bonding (the overlap dependentcontribution). At the same time the particular values of the parametersA-E seem not to correspond to their declared physical meaning. Thesame conclusion can be drawn from the energy pro�le for the processof the boundary bond elongation { for large values of bond length thedi�erence between LSCF and SCF curves drastically increases since theunphysically large Coulomb contribution becomes prevailing. Moreover,optimized bond lengths in the SCF and the LSCF/MM approaches candi�er signi�cantly and also remarkably depend on the environment the



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 29bond is assigned to (for example, C(QM)-N(MM) bond is by 0.024 �Alonger than the bond N(QM)-C(MM) with the same hybridization). Theproblems with the correction of bond description by the potential Eq.(51) are caused by the number and type of factors it is designed to re-produce { character of boundary orbitals is a function of geometry (seeEqs. (31) and (33)), elements of intrabond density matrices (especially,of the two-electron ones) also depend on the geometry (see Eqs. (20)and (21)) as important examples. Moreover, the form of the bond en-ergy is not arbitrary and can be de�ned from the analysis of particularQM expression (see Eq. (17)). The angular dependence of the bond po-tential was not considered is totally neglected in the potential Eq. (51),while it naturally appears in the subsequent derivation of intersubsys-tem junction due to angular dependence of resonance interactions. Itshould be stated that the LSCF approach has two important drawbacksby construction: the procedure of separation of the system in parts isnot exible and not justi�ed; the parameters for the SLBOs should bedetermined from model molecules for each new system. Constructionof extensive database of SLBO parameters is considered as a strategywithin this approach.It is interesting to compare the possibilities and errors of di�erenthybrid QM/MM schemes. The careful examination and comparison oflink atom and LSCF techniques was performed in Ref. [128] using theCHARMM force �eld [114] and the AM1 method [143] as a quantumchemical procedure. In the case of the link atom procedure two optionswere used: QQ { the link atom does not interact with the MM subsystemand HQ { link atom interacts with all MM atoms. The main conclu-sion of this consideration is that the LSCF and the link atom schemesare of similar quality. The error in the proton a�nity determination in-duced by these schemes is several kcal/mol. It is noteworthy that all theschemes work rather badly in description of conformational propertiesof n-butane. The large charge on the MM atoms in the proximity ofthe QM subsystem (especially on the boundary atom) cause signi�canterrors in the proton a�nity estimates for all methods (especially, in thecase of the LSCF approach where the error can be of tens of kcal/mol).This is not surprising since the stability and transferability of intrabondone- and two-electron density matrix elements Eq. (19) is broken here.It proves that the simple electrostatic model is not well appropriate forthese schemes and that a detailed analysis of the junction form is nec-essary in general case. Moreover, the numerical analysis shows that theerror induced by the HQ model is less than that induced by the QQmodel. Since the HQ model explicitly includes unphysical interactionswith arti�cial link atom it means that these interactions partly compen-



30sate errors in junction construction. Practically, the link atom interactswith the MM atoms even in the case of the QQ model but indirectly viathe interactions of QM subsystem with the MM atoms. In the case ofthe QQ model non-compensated charge on the QM subsystem (withoutlink atom) interacts with MM atomic charges. It causes signi�cant po-larization of the QM subsystem. It is con�rmed by numerical estimatesof charges on the QM subsystem [128].An attempt to escape the need of constructing large databases in theLSCF approach was made by Gao et al in the generalized hybrid orbital(GHO) method [144, 145]. This approach is intended to interpolate theESPs related to the shape and orientation of the HOs residing on thefrontier atoms. The �rst step in the GHO method is dividing the hy-brid orbitals into active and auxiliary ones { the �rst ones are added tothe QM subsystem. In the original LSCF approach three orbitals of theboundary atom are included into the self-consistent procedure. In theGHO approach only one active orbital of the boundary atom participatesin the set of orbitals subjected to the SCF procedure while the auxiliaryorbitals mimic the e�ective core potential. Therefore, we can character-ize the boundary atom in the GHO scheme as the MM one while theboundary atom in the LSCF scheme is the QM one. It allows to sub-stitute the parameterization of the one-electron density on the HO foreach molecule by choosing semiempirical parameters for boundary atomwith assumption of their transferability. At the same time the possi-bility to choose reasonable and transferable semiempirical parametersfor boundary atom must rely upon correct determination of the HOs.Conversely, the GHO scheme uses very crude assumptions [145] aboutthe form and the direction of HOs based on the pure geometry con-siderations which are equivalent to assumptions of (i) C3v symmetry ofthe local MM environment and (ii) coincidence of all the HOs directionswith the directions of bonds. Practically, these conditions are satis�edonly for methane molecule. Moreover, even for these assumptions thes-/p-ratio for active orbital is determined by incorrect formula workingonly for equivalent active and auxiliary orbitals or for purely p activeorbital. The real structure of the HOs as a function of the geometryis given by the expressions of the previous Section and we note thatneither of the assumptions accepted in Ref. [145] is ful�lled. Neitherasymmetry of the geometry of the boundary atom environment nor thechemical nature of neighbouring groups are taken into account in Ref.[145]. In practical implementation of Refs. [144, 145] all the HOs aredetermined by directions of the bonds between the boundary atom andits three MM neighbours. The coincidence of HOs and bond directions isa rather crude and uncontrollable assumption. In the case of molecules



PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF QM/MM 31with large asymmetry or signi�cant geometry constraints the di�erencebetween directions of bonds and HOs can exceed 20� with cyclopropaneas the most characteristic example. Since the s-/p- ratio and directionof the active HO in the GHO method are totally the functions of onlyMM atoms positions the form of this HO may be far from being optimalto say nothing of its behaviour with geometry variations. In our opinionthe non-variational form of the HOs has led the authors of Ref. [144]to signi�cant and hardly justi�able renormalization of the Hamiltonianparameters and the MM force �eld to reproduce correct bond lengths,direction of auxiliary orbitals along the corresponding bonds, and theMulliken charges on the atoms, so, that the boundary could not be con-sidered as a weak perturbation anymore. For example, in the case ofcarbon atom the resonance parameter �s should be changed by morethan 10 eV; the MM C-C ideal bond length parameter r0 should bechanged by 0.05 �A. It should be noted that the change of the delocalizeddescription of electronic structure to the localized one does not lead tosigni�cant changes in the parameters of the semiempirical Hamiltonianas it was exempli�ed on the examples of MINDO/3 [26], MNDO, AM1,and PM3 [27] schemes.The principles similar to those of the LSCF are used for junction con-struction in Ref. [146] based on the fragment SCF method. Anothermodel thoroughly elaborated to consider e�ect of motions of environ-ment atoms on the ab initio level is that by Philipp and Friesner [147].In the framework of this model the procedure of frozing the SLBO wasre�ned and the degree of delocalization of SLBOs is extended from twoboundary atoms to two boundary groups. At the same time an attemptto obtain numerical results of good quality has led authors to introduc-ing some very arti�cial procedures in the construction of the junctionlike placement of very large charges on the bond. Moreover, this modelrequires extensive parameterization. To reproduce energetics of alaninedipeptide and tetrapeptide 27 parameters describing interface betweensubsystems were adjusted. Essential parameterization process is quiteimportant problem of this model. It would be fair to say that reproduc-tion of conformational energies for a polar system like polypeptide is adi�cult test for any computational methodology. The authors of Ref.[147] give the essential requirements for the bond at which molecule iscut: (i) this bond should not have signi�cant multiple bonding character,and (ii) this bond should be far away from the region where signi�cantelectron re-distribution occurs. The �rst requirement seems to be quitereasonable for description of bond by single localized orbital, while thesecond one reects a lack of some contributions to the energy whichare important for small QM subsystems chosen. The estimate of these



32contributions is not possible due to ad hoc way of construction of inter-subsystem junction.The method based on the e�ective fragment potential (EFP) construc-tion implemented in Ref. [54] is close to the general LSCF methodology.In this case the boundary is modeled by a bu�er region consisting ofseveral localized molecular orbitals which are obtained by a QM calcu-lation on all or a subset of the system. These orbitals are set frozenin the EFP calculation. The orbitals of the QM part are forced to beorthogonal to those of the bu�er region and the environment is repre-sented by an EFP. The important idea of this approach is to make thedistance between the QM and EFP regions signi�cant with the purposeto present the corresponding intersubsystem interactions as nonbondedones. At the same time the frozen character of the bu�er one-electronstates can be important since the changes in polarization contributionsfrom the bu�er region are neglected during a geometry optimization.The numerical example given by authors of Ref. [54] is quite character-istic. They calculated the proton a�nities of lysine and H-bonded andnon-H-bonded tripeptide Gly-Lys-Gly by the QM/bu�er/EFP method.If the bu�er region is chosen as - and �-CH2 groups of lysine chain (i.e.,quite far from the reaction center) the QM/bu�er/EFP calculation givesthe value of the proton a�nity 2.2 kcal/mol higher than the referenceQM one for all these molecules. It unequivocally testi�es that these 2.2kcal/mol constitute the error of junction construction in this case whichseems to be quite large. Moreover, the di�erence between QM/bu�er andQM/bu�er/EFP results for proton a�nities of lysine and non-H-bondedtripeptide Gly-Lys-Gly is only 0.2 kcal, i.e. the e�ect of environmentdescribed by the EFP is by an order of magnitude smaller than the errorproduced by the junction.4. ConclusionThe hybrid QM/MM modeling is quite promising for study of largemolecules especially in the rapidly growing �eld of computational bio-logical chemistry. The case of covalent linkage between the QM and MMparts is especially important since it includes the enzymatic catalysis.At the same time this case is the most complex one since the boundarybetween subsystems is not well de�ned and construction of intersubsys-tem junction is not straightforward. In this case many ad hoc recipes areproposed in the literature. We have shown the state-of-the-art in this�eld in somewhat critical manner with special attention to the problemsarising during the QM/MM modeling. At the same time the sequentialderivations of QM/MM junctions are shown to be possible. We have
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